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ABSTRACT

Recently, pro-life advocates have popularized claims that abortion harms rather than helps women. The best known of these arguments are the woman-protective arguments—contentions, such as those endorsed in Gonzales v. Carhart, justifying abortion restrictions on the basis of the physical or psychological harms supposedly produced by the procedure. Woman-protective claims, however, represent only one part of a much larger strategy that this Article calls pro-life feminism. The Article follows pro-life activists’ use of the term “feminist” or “feminism.” As the Article makes clear, activists on competing sides of the abortion issue have contested the meaning of “true” feminism. Taking sides in this struggle has obscured the influence and complexity of ideas that abortion opponents identify with pro-life feminism. These are the lost nuances that the Article seeks to recapture.

For legal scholars, social movement activists, and historians, there is a good deal at stake in better understanding the pro-life feminist law reform movement. In the wake of the 2006 decision in Carhart and Justice Ginsburg’s dissent in that opinion endorsing equality-based claims, liberals on the Supreme Court may become willing to openly support equality-based arguments for abortion rights. Pro-life feminists have promoted an important counterargument to equality-based justifications for abortion rights: pro-life feminism helps to paint abortion opponents as pro-woman and amenable to the needs of women who pursue higher education or professional careers.

The Article also identifies potential common ground among self-identified feminists with different positions on abortion. Both pro-choice and pro-life scholars have written extensively on how to present their arguments as forwarding (or at least not undermining) women’s equal citizenship. However, previous work has not fully captured the complexity or diversity of the pro-life
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feminist movement. Public discussion of pro-life feminism has primarily involved a bitter struggle about who properly counts as a feminist. Lost in this dialogue has been a meaningful consideration of legal issues on which opposing activists might agree: contraception, equal pay for equal work, or state support for parental leave. If we no longer view pro-life feminism as monolithic, we can identify areas of agreement between some of those on opposing sides of the abortion question.

INTRODUCTION

Can women’s equality be ensured without access to legal abortion? Questions of this kind have become central to the abortion debate. Since the mid-1980s, progressive scholars like Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Reva Siegel have argued that equal protection claims would provide a more compelling justification for abortion rights than the privacy rationale set forth in Roe v. Wade.1 When the Supreme Court decided Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey,2 the justices seemed newly aware of the connection between fertility control and women’s equal citizenship.3

In response, antiabortion advocates have popularized claims that abortion harms rather than helps women. The best known are the woman-protective arguments, such as those endorsed in Gonzales v. Carhart,4 that justify abortion

4. 550 U.S. at 124.
restrictions on the basis of the physical or psychological harms supposedly caused by the procedure. Woman-protective claims, however, represent only one part of a much larger strategy this Article calls antiabortion feminism. In this Article, I follow activists in their use of the word feminism—their self-identification as feminists or as activists who value working with pro-choice feminists. Those with opposing views of the abortion issue have contested the meaning of “true” feminism. The activists participating in these struggles have obscured the influence and complexity of ideas that abortion opponents identify with pro-life feminism. The Article seeks to recapture these lost nuances.

If we attend better to the complexity of antiabortion feminism, its influence on the abortion debate becomes clear. Organizations like the Susan B. Anthony List (SBAL) have played a vital part in promoting state and federal laws banning sex-selective abortion, defined as any abortion based on sex or gender (and assumed to target primarily female fetuses). Four states already ban sex-selective abortion. In a non-binding June 2012 vote, the United States House of Representatives approved the Prenatal Non-Discrimination Act (PRENDA), a proposed federal sex-selective abortion ban, by a vote of 246-168. PRENDA had some bipartisan support, as twenty Democrats joined 226 Republicans voting for the bill. Its proponents emphasize that “sex selection abortion reinforces sex discrimination and has no place in a civilized society.”

Self-identified feminists in organizations like Live Action have also influenced successful campaigns for laws defunding Planned Parenthood in states like Texas, Kansas, and North Carolina. Lila Rose, the leader of Live Action has also pushed for PRENDA. See, e.g., Statement by Live Action on PRENDA Vote, LIVE ACTION (May 31, 2012), http://liveaction.org/blog/statement-by-live-action-on-prenda-vote.


See, e.g., Tom Feran, Other Consequences Complicated Abortion Bill, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, June 12, 2012, at B1.


Action, has alleged that Planned Parenthood facilitates the oppression of women. In videos circulated by the organization, Planned Parenthood employees fail to report cases of the sexual exploitation of minors and agree to perform sex-selection abortions. These videos reinforce conservative antiabortion feminist arguments about abortion providers’ supposed discrimination against women.

Despite its relevance to contemporary debate, scholars have mostly neglected the study of the modern antiabortion feminist movement. Leading histories of the antiabortion movement describe pro-life feminism as a marginalized, short-lived, and not particularly influential phenomenon. However, antiabortion feminism has been more powerful and relevant than we might believe. In the legislative arena, self-identified feminists influence battles about sex-selective abortion and the defunding of Planned Parenthood. Abortion opponents have also crafted counterarguments to the sex-equality claims set forth by Justice Ginsburg: arguments that true proponents of sex equality should oppose abortion. For these reasons, an understanding of the history and stakes of antiabortion feminism is long overdue.

Legal scholars, social movement activists, and historians can learn a good deal through a better understanding of the antiabortion feminist law reform movement. In the wake of the 2007 decision in Carhart and Justice Ginsburg’s dissent in that opinion endorsing equality-based claims, liberals on the Supreme Court may become more willing to openly support equality-based arguments for abortion rights, a development noted by scholars across the ideological spectrum, from Professor Cass Sunstein to prominent pro-life attorneys James Bopp, Jr. and Clark Forsythe. Antiabortion feminists have
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promoted an important counterargument to equality-based justifications for abortion rights: pro-life feminism helps to paint abortion opponents as pro-woman and as amenable to the needs of women who pursue higher education or professional careers.

A study of the history of antiabortion feminism also identifies potential common ground among self-identified feminists with different positions on abortion. Both pro-choice and pro-life scholars have written extensively on how to present their arguments as forwarding (or at least not undermining) women’s equal citizenship. However, previous work has not fully captured the diversity of the antiabortion feminist movement. Activists and organizations fall along a broad spectrum, with some self-proclaimed pro-life feminists endorsing a traditionalist view of gender roles and a small government providing little support for contraception or health care. However, other movement members who identify as pro-life feminists, like the members of All Our Lives, view contraception as a right and express concern about “the intersecting injustices of sexism, racism, classism, ablism, LGBT phobia, religious discrimination, environmental pollution, and anything else which threatens these rights.”

Public discussion of antiabortion feminism has primarily involved a bitter
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struggle about who properly counts as a feminist. 19 Lost in this dialogue has
been a meaningful consideration of legal issues on which opposing activists
might agree: contraception, equal pay for equal work, or state support for
parental leave. If we no longer view pro-life feminism as monolithic, we can
identify areas of agreement between some of those on opposing sides of the
abortion question.

The Article proceeds in four parts. Part I studies the emergence and decline
of pro-life feminism in the 1970s. Part II evaluates the reappearance and eventual
transformation of pro-life feminism between 1993 and today. Part III analyzes
the stakes of this history for current debates about legal abortion and the
meaning of feminism. Then, the Article briefly concludes.

I. A TRULY LIBERATED WOMANHOOD: PRO-LIFE FEMINISM IN THE 1970s

Contemporary antiabortion feminists conventionally present their history
as beginning in the nineteenth-century, with the rise of first-wave feminism.20 As
Linda Kerber has shown, first-wave feminists campaigned for a broad agenda
that included votes for women, an increase in the age of sexual consent for
women, Prohibition, and laws banning everything from child labor to impure
foods.21 According to contemporary pro-life feminists, their movement carries
on the tradition that emerged with the work of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton in the nineteenth century.22 As this Article shows, the recent
history of pro-life feminism is considerably more complex.

A. Women’s Rights and Feminists for Life

Before and immediately after Roe v. Wade, like most pro-life activists, pro-
life feminists were part of a decentralized, mostly state-level attempt to block the
liberalization of abortion laws.23 Some activists identifying as antiabortion
feminists joined Feminists for Life (FFL), a group founded in 1973 in Ohio by

19. See, e.g., infra notes 232, 236–37 and accompanying text.
20. See, e.g., MARY KRANE DERR ET AL., PRO-LIFE FEMINISM: YESTERDAY AND TODAY
(1995). For a study of the use of first-wave feminist history, see Tracy Thomas,
Misappropriating Women’s History in the Law and Politics of Abortion, 36 SEATTLE U. L.
REV. 1 (2012).
21. For a history of first-wave feminism, see LINDA K. KERBER, NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO BE LADIES: WOMEN AND THE OBLIGATIONS OF CITIZENSHIP (1998); DIANNE
DAVIDSON, WOMEN ON THE WARPATH: FEMINISTS OF THE FIRST WAVE (1997); ELLEN
CAROL DUBoIS, FEMINISM AND SUFFRAGE: THE EMERGENCE OF AN INDEPENDENT
WOMEN’S MOVEMENT IN AMERICA 1848–1869 (1999).
22. See, e.g., David Wagner, Not Just Any Senatorial Wife, Abraham Leads Pro-Life PAC,
23. On the pre-Roe pro-life movement, see ZIAD W. MUNSON, THE MAKING OF PRO-LIFE
ACTIVISTS: HOW SOCIAL MOVEMENT MOBILIZATION WORKS 85 (2010); see also GENE
BURNS, THE MORAL VETO: FRAMING CONTRACEPTION, ABORTION, AND CULTURAL
PLURALISM IN AMERICA 244–315 (2005). For a documentary history of the pre-Roe debate,
see generally BEFORE ROE V. WADE: VOICES THAT SHAPED THE SUPREME COURT DECISION
(Linda Greenhouse & Reva Siegel eds., 2010).
Patricia Goltz and Catherine Callaghan.\textsuperscript{24} Then a student at the Ohio State University, Goltz unsuccessfully sought to persuade her local chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW), the nation’s leading women’s organization, that abortion was antithetical to the beliefs and values of the women’s movement.\textsuperscript{25}

FFL set out one view of pro-life feminism: progressive feminists, the argument went, could logically support sex equality while opposing abortion as a degradation of women and as an excuse for men seeking to exploit them. Rather than challenging the stereotyped identification of women as caretakers, FFL criticized abortion for undercutting caretakers’ rights. Abortion allowed men to use women sexually without suffering any consequences, and abortion excused the state from supporting women who wanted to balance caretaking and a career. FFL publications endorsed much of the second-wave feminist agenda while insisting that opposition to abortion flowed naturally from that agenda.

In the 1970s, FFL campaigned for several legal reforms favored by feminists supportive of abortion rights. For example, Goltz urged FFL members to fight for an Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the federal Constitution.\textsuperscript{26} FFL members also lobbied for laws allowing married women to take credit in their own names—a reform endorsed by feminist organizations like NOW.\textsuperscript{27}

FFL brought together its support for these second-wave feminist initiatives with the condemnation of abortion. In the early 1970s, the organization created several “pro-woman” arguments for abortion. For example, Goltz called abortion “an insidious form of enslavement to the Playboy’s ‘right to fuck’ [that] has no place in the women’s movement.”\textsuperscript{28} In Goltz’s view, the availability of legal abortion allowed men who sexually exploited women to avoid paying child support or facing the consequences of their actions.\textsuperscript{29} FFL also spread claims that legal abortion would result in the disproportionate killing of female fetuses.\textsuperscript{30} Finally, FFL argued that \textit{Roe} undermined the women’s movement by recognizing a right to be sexually exploited that had no place in that movement.\textsuperscript{31} According to Goltz, \textit{Roe} did not create any rights for women. The
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right to choose abortion was a “form of enslavement” that represented a “negation,” rather than a fulfillment of “the right to control one’s own body.”

### B. Rights for Women in the Antiabortion Mainstream

FFL members shared beliefs about sex discrimination law with others in the antiabortion movement. A number of antiabortion activists stressed the importance of finding common ground with feminists who supported abortion rights, particularly on the topics of government funding of maternal care, healthcare, contraception or sex education, and guaranteeing protections against pregnancy discrimination. These advocates played an influential role in the early years of the nation’s largest pro-life organization, the National Right to Life Committee (NRLC). This philosophy shaped the NRLC’s pre-\textit{Roe} statement of purpose, which asserted that the organization was “in favor of a legal system that protects the life of the unborn child, while recognizing the dignity of the child’s mother, the rights of its father, and the responsibility of society to provide support and assistance to both the mother and child.” The statement of purpose further called for expanded government support for post-birth maternal health care and improved support services for children whose parents were not willing to raise them.

Working in organizations such as the Reproductive Rights National Network, an organization that fought against sterilization abuse and demanded government support for contraception, healthcare, and child care, some feminists supportive of abortion rights also called for greater governmental support for caretaking and health care. Feminist women’s health activists and pro-lifers with dramatically different views of abortion agreed that the state needed to do more to support mothers and their dependents.

Similarly, in June 1974, the NRLC adopted a major policy resolution proposing that antiabortion advocates work to remove the stigma attached to unwed motherhood and illegitimacy by removing any mention of illegitimacy from birth certificates. The NLRC was concerned that stigmatizing unwed motherhood might encourage women to have abortions. At the same time,
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calling for better treatment for unwed mothers had important egalitarian implications. The stigmatization of unwed motherhood, like bans on abortion, reflected a powerful sexual double standard.40 “According to the prevailing double standard, the young man who was equally responsible for the pregnancy was not condemned for his actions. It was her fault . . . that she got pregnant.”41

Many abortion opponents reinforced the sexual double standard, urging their colleagues to attack sexual promiscuity as well as abortion.42 Indeed, as leading activist Charles Rice framed the issue, legal abortion was problematic partly because it made promiscuity costless.43 Read in the context of antiabortion politics in the 1960s and 1970s, the NRLC’s resolution reflected a different view of female sexuality: women should be respected whenever they became pregnant.44 As then-NRLC member Marjory Mecklenburg would explain later, government “should treat pregnant women, wed or unwed, with some dignity and respect their rights.”45

C. Beyond Abortion: The Influence of American Citizens Concerned for Life

Some within the NRLC endorsed legal reforms promoted by feminists supportive of abortion rights: efforts to eliminate a sexual double standard, to remove the stigma attached to unwed motherhood, and to increase government funding for maternal care and healthcare.46 Later in the 1970s, antiabortion activists created an organization, American Citizens Concerned for Life (ACCL), which clearly stressed the importance of working with pro-choice feminists albeit not on the issue of abortion itself.47 By “build[ing] good will even among

42. See, e.g., Patrick T. Conley & Robert J. McKenna, The Supreme Court on Abortion—A Dissenting Opinion, 19 CATH. LAW. 19, 24 (1973) (expressing concern that “[a] society that countenances the brutality of abortion is one in which psychological ills, irreverence for life, and sexual promiscuity are likely to proliferate”); CHARLES E. RICE, A VANISHING RIGHT TO LIVE: AN APPEAL FOR A RENEWED REVERENCE FOR LIFE 125 (1969).
43. RICE, supra note 42, at 125 (“Promiscuity is the logic of birth control; but to have promiscuity with impunity there must also be abortion”).
44. NATIONAL RIGHT TO LIFE COMMITTEE, supra note 38.
47. See Mary Ziegler, The Possibility of Compromise: Antiabortion Moderates After Roe v.
opponents,” the organization could achieve “a reputation for competence and credibility.” Showing concern for “other questions of social justice” would also allow the organization to show its support “for the well being of children and families, not just their existence at a subsistence level.”

ACCL members played an important part in political struggles focused on pregnancy discrimination and government-funded contraception. ACCL activists did not always identify themselves as feminists. The organization worked closely with feminist organizations on contraception access and sex discrimination law as did feminists supportive of abortion rights. For this reason, a history of antiabortion feminism cannot be complete without an understanding of the ACCL’s beliefs and contributions.

At first blush, the ACCL appears to be small and relatively short-lived: it was founded prior to Roe, active beginning in 1974, and no longer functioning by the mid-1980s. However, during the 1970s, the ACCL played an important part in the struggle for the Pregnancy Discrimination Act and federal laws funding contraception. The ACCL’s platform represented a previously unexplored approach to antiabortion feminism. In order to appear legitimate and respectable, the ACCL encouraged abortion opponents to identify common ground with those on the other side of the abortion issue, particularly since the pro-life movement had an obligation to help women avoid the need for abortion. Before its decline in the late 1970s, the ACCL’s program led its members to work productively with progressive feminists on issues from contraceptive funding to pregnancy discrimination.

Given the organization’s influence, it is worth examining its members’ perspective in depth. In congressional testimony, for example, Warren Schaller, the organization’s first Executive Director, articulated the organization’s position that “women should be able to control their own reproductive functions and
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54. HUNT & LAMPE, supra note 48.
55. See Ziegler, supra note 47, at 582–84.
couples should be able to determine the size of their family.” Similarly, in a
1975 speech, Frederick Mecklenburg, another ACCL leader, urged his
colleagues to find areas of agreement with supporters of abortion rights: “[o]n
the subject of building walls, if we persist in avoiding and rejecting the help of
concerned citizens who may promote sex education or family planning programs
or welfare programs to help the unwed, we deserve to be left frustrated and
angry.”

He went on to describe the ACCL’s vision of antiabortion activism: a
belief that opposing abortion morally required activists to “work harder than
ever . . . to make abortion unnecessary.” He endorsed more “medical assistance
for the unwed mother and her baby, programs to help keep pregnant girls in
public schools, . . . and provision for daycare centers and training.” A second
and equally important set of proposals involved women’s rights to prevent
pregnancy. Frederick Mecklenburg did not endorse sexual liberation. But
“good or bad,” as he put it, “the sexual revolution [was] real.” Women could
avoid abortion only if they could effectively avoid unwanted pregnancies.

The ACCL promoted its philosophy by lobbying for contraceptive funding
and for protections against pregnancy discrimination. In campaigning for and
testifying on behalf of the so-called Adolescent Health Services and Pregnancy
Prevention Act of 1978, for example, Marjory Mecklenburg described her
position as one “on which people who differ on questions of abortion legality or
abortion funding should agree.” As Mecklenburg would emphasize later, other
organizations, some of them supportive of abortion rights, worked in a broad
coalition supporting the legislation.

The ACCL’s influence was also apparent in its public response to the
Supreme Court’s 1976 decision in General Electric Company v. Gilbert. In
Gilbert, the Court had held that the systematic exclusion of pregnancy from
disability coverage was not, under Title VII, sex discrimination. In doing so,
the Court effectively barred any pregnancy-discrimination claim, since an earlier
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66. See id. at 138–40, 146.
decision, *Geduldig v. Aiello*, held that pregnancy discrimination was constitutional under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The ACCL immediately spoke out against *Gilbert*, arguing that discrimination against pregnant women coerced them to have abortions and constituted impermissible sex discrimination.

The ACCL’s campaign to undo *Gilbert* reveals the complexity of the views held by its members on sex equality. These nuances become clear through an exploration of the relationship between the ACCL and feminist members of the Committee to End Discrimination Against Pregnant Workers (CEDAPW), a coalition of labor, civil rights, and women’s groups that included leading abortion-rights supporters like the National Organization for Women (NOW) and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).

Members of ACCL and CEDAPW lobbied together for a federal ban on pregnancy discrimination. Spokeswomen for the two organizations offered sometimes radically different visions of why women needed protection against pregnancy discrimination. Representatives of the two groups agreed, however, on a fundamental point: true reproductive choice required government protection against sex discrimination, particularly for women who did not want to have to sacrifice their careers.

The complex relationship between the ACCL and CEDAPW began to take shape when CEDAPW adopted views similar to those expressed in a *New York Times* editorial by its co-chairwoman, Susan Deller Ross, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg, then a professor at Columbia Law School and the co-founder of the ACLU Women’s Rights Project. In the January 1977 editorial, Ginsburg and Deller Ross contended that women’s capacity to become pregnant was at the root of all discrimination against women in the workplace.

Deller Ross and some of her allies, including Professor Wendy Williams of Georgetown University Law School, offered similar arguments when hearings began in Congress on the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA), a federal law intended to overturn *Gilbert*. During hearings on April 4, 1977, for example, Williams asserted that “[t]he common thread of justification running through most policies that discriminated against women . . . rested ultimately on the capacity and fact of pregnancy.” Deller Ross also insisted that pregnancy-based bias served as “the central justification of and support for discrimination against

68. *Ziegler*, supra note 47, at 582.
71. *Id*.
72. *Discrimination on the Basis of Pregnancy: Testimony Before the Subcomm. on Labor of the S. Comm. on Human Res.*, 95th Cong. 113 (1977) (statement of Wendy Williams, Professor, Georgetown University Law Center) [hereinafter Statement of Wendy Williams].
women workers.”

In her own April 1977 testimony, ACCL General Counsel Jacqueline Nolan-Haley offered strikingly different arguments for the protections against pregnancy discrimination that both CEDAPW and ACCL supported. Nolan-Haley framed the PDA partly as a woman-protective measure, and she described pregnant women as “the most vulnerable members of the work force.” Whereas Williams focused on the devastating costs in benefits and seniority tied to maternity leave, Nolan-Haley stressed her disagreement with the idea that conception and pregnancy were voluntary. For many women who found abortion to be wrong, Nolan-Haley explained, continued pregnancy became the only viable option, but it could hardly be described as voluntary or desirable. Meanwhile, as Williams and Deller Ross emphasized discrimination against all working women, Nolan-Haley spent more time discussing bias against women who chose childbirth over abortion. Nolan-Haley agreed, however, that Gilbert would coerce women to have abortions in order to save their jobs.

Between April and September 1977, the ACCL further developed the argument that true reproductive choice required state protection against sex discrimination. The evolution of the ACCL position began in late April 1977, when the organization issued a press release focusing on the fact that Gilbert denied women reproductive freedom. If a woman faced the possibility of losing her job, the press release asserted, her decision to choose abortion could “not be said to be the product of free choice but of economic coercion.”

Developments in the summer and fall of 1977 tested the ACCL’s commitment to this principle. Members of Congress in both the House and the Senate, including abortion opponents Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO) and Representative Edward Beard (D-RI), introduced amendments providing that the proposed PDA would not require employer coverage of abortion or post-abortion care. In legislative testimony, the ACCL supported the PDA whether or not it

77. See supra note 75 and accompanying text.
78. See id.
included a pro-life amendment.  

Dr. Dorothy Czarnecki, a leading member of the ACCL, offered some explanation as to why an organization opposed to abortion would take this position.  She stated that the ACCL supported working women.  She reiterated the ACCL’s arguments about reproductive choice and freedom from coercion “into a backup method of destructive obstetrics, such as abortion.” Members of Congress supportive of the pro-life amendment to the PDA pressed Czarnecki on whether her organization would support the bill if it would require employers to cover treatment for women who had undergone an abortion.  She responded that the ACCL would support the bill even under such circumstances.  Czarnecki emphasized that the legislation would not coerce women to make any decision, including one in favor of childbirth.  As Czarnecki explained, the law “would encourage a woman to keep a pregnancy or do what she wants. It gives women a choice.”  

The PDA passed in 1978, but the struggle for it created a sometimes uneasy partnership between members of the ACCL and CEDAPW.  Nolan-Smith asserted that women remained vulnerable and in need of special legal protection, while theorists like Wendy Williams described such views about female vulnerability as pernicious stereotypes.  ACCL spokespersons believed abortion to be wrong, a perspective not shared by Ginsburg or other CEDAPW members.  Nonetheless, as we have seen, ACCL members, like feminists who supported abortion rights, endorsed state-sponsored family planning services and argued that women should have welfare rights and freedom from sex discrimination—both of which would make reproductive decisions truly voluntary and meaningful.  

Together, the ACCL and FFL offered different perspectives on what it might mean to be an antiabortion feminist. Both organizations encouraged their
members to identify areas of agreement with supporters of abortion rights. For the ACCL, this effort involved reforms that would make abortion less necessary and that would support women who carried pregnancies to term. For members of both the ACCL and FFL, pro-life feminism involved efforts to ban sex discrimination.

D. The Decline of Pro-Life Feminism

Organizations like the ACCL and FFL influenced debate about the PDA and contraceptive funding. However, for several reasons, both organizations gradually lost influence. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the New Right mobilized and forged an influential partnership with the pro-life movement. The New Right offered financial support and political influence to abortion opponents, and as its leaders impacted the pro-life agenda, organizations like FFL and the ACCL found themselves marginalized. In the same period, Phyllis Schlafly and opponents of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) stressed that the women’s movement had endorsed abortion rights and excluded any women who disagreed. ERA opponents helped to convince antiabortion activists that it was politically impossible to oppose abortion while supporting the women’s movement. Finally, pro-choice organizations like NOW, the National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL), and the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (Planned Parenthood) began arguing that pro-lifers and anti-feminists were one and the same. By the start of the 1980s, for all of these reasons, organizations like the ACCL and FFL lost influence, and antiabortion feminism came to seem a contradiction in terms.

First, the ultimately unsuccessful battle about the ERA played an important part in the marginalization of pro-life feminism. Proposed by first-wave feminist Alice Paul in 1923, the ERA would have provided that “equality of rights under the law shall not be abridged in the United States or by any State on account of sex.” In the early 1970s, building on litigation under the Fourteenth Amendment or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, feminists reintroduced the ERA, launching a constitutional struggle that would last more than a decade. Initially, the ERA seemed likely to pass, but by 1972, a number of

93. See, e.g., Ziegler, supra note 47, at 574.
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95. See, e.g., infra notes 136, 143, and accompanying text.
96. H.J. Res. 75, 68th Cong. (1923)
97. See, e.g., Serena Mayeri, Constitutional Choices: Legal Feminism and Historical Dynamics of Change, 92 Calif. L. Rev. 755, 761, 795 (2004) (“In the new climate of feminist mobilization and concomitantly increasing publicity, the ERA had become a promising focal point for women’s rights activism.”).
antifeminist groups formed to stall its progress.  

A veteran conservative activist and former congressional candidate, Schlafly launched a powerful campaign to defeat the ERA. Initially, her organization, Stop Taking Our Privileges Equal Rights Amendment (STOP ERA), focused on the impact of the ERA on homemakers’ rights and divorce law rather than on the connection between the Amendment and abortion. In May 1972, for example, The Phyllis Schlafly Report argued: “[t]he ERA will wipe out the financial obligation of a husband and a father to support his wife and children—the most important of all women’s rights.”

Later in the 1970s, Schlafly recognized that “feminist support for abortion rights had imbued the abortion issue with associations that could be used to mobilize a wide array of cultural conservatives.” In 1974, The Phyllis Schlafly Report contended: “ERA Means Abortion.” As Schlafly explained: “The women’s libbers expect E.R.A. to be the constitutional means to assure and make permanent their goal of unlimited abortion on demand.” Schlafly contended that the ERA would expand women’s abortion rights: while the Supreme Court had upheld state-level bans on the public funding for abortion in 1977, the story went, the ERA would make “[a]ny restriction of abortion” unconstitutional since such a law would be viewed as “sexist” and impacting “one sex only.”

These efforts made an impact on pro-life activists. Leaders of the NRLC began urging its members to protest the federal funding of International Women’s Year (IWY), a major feminist meeting, suggesting that IWY would promote abortion. Antiabortion newspapers carried stories protesting the alleged expulsion of abortion opponents from a series of meetings in the lead-up to IWY. In 1977, the NRLC went so far as to vote for a resolution opposing
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the ERA.\footnote{107. See id. at 589.}

Pro-life feminists also lost ground when the New Right and Religious Right began to reshape American politics. Social conservative leader Paul Weyrich, a veteran political operative, identified abortion as an important wedge issue that could bring socially conservative Democrats into the Republican Party fold.\footnote{108. See MCKEEGAN, supra note 92, at 20–21 (explaining that abortion was chosen as the “keystone” of the Christian organizing strategy because it could divide the Democratic Party).} Weyrich helped to engineer the creation of the New Right and the Religious Right, political movements that brought together opposition to abortion and the ERA.\footnote{109. See, e.g., Robert Post & Reva B. Siegel, Roe Rage: Democratic Constitutionalism and Backlash, 42 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 373, 421 n.226 (2007) (“It was Weyrich’s idea to blur the distinctions between secular right-wingers, fundamentalist Protestants, and anti-abortion Catholics by merging abortion into the panoply of new right, ‘pro-family issues.’”).} Significantly, as the Article will show, the New Right and Religious Right offered the pro-life movement valuable financial support and political influence. As the pro-life movement identified more closely with social conservatism, feminism became synonymous with the pro-choice movement.

fundraising services. In 1980, Viguerie had raised between $35 and $40 million for his clients.

The newly powerful Religious Right worked closely with Weyrich and Viguerie. The Religious Right attracted a variety of religious conservatives opposed to busing, affirmative action, the ERA, abortion, and Supreme Court decisions, such as Engel v. Vitale, restricting school prayer. Historians point to a number of long- and short-term trends that contributed to the rise of this form of social conservatism. For example, the fragmentation of the civil-rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, the rapid demographic growth of evangelical Protestants, and the migration of a significant number of Americans to states in the Sunbelt. Members of the Religious Right themselves claimed to have been inspired by important cultural, social, and economic changes that took place in the 1960s and 1970s: the Supreme Court had banned school prayer and had legalized abortion, the women’s movement had won influential allies in criticizing some aspects of the traditional family, and gays and lesbians became more visible and more vocal in demanding equal treatment.

It made a good deal of strategic sense for pro-lifers to forge a political alliance with the New Right and Religious Right. In the late 1970s, the
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antiabortion movement struggled financially and remained politically isolated. For example, the NRLC, the largest national antiabortion organization, found itself $25,000 in debt in 1978.\textsuperscript{123} By contrast, the New Right and Religious Right commanded impressive financial resources and political influence. In the same period, one influential group, Christian Voice, had 100,000 members and a governing board that included fourteen members of Congress.\textsuperscript{124} The Moral Majority, another Religious Right organization, had a $3 million budget in its first year, one third of which was raised in one month alone.\textsuperscript{125} Described by its founder Jerry Falwell as a “coalition capable of steering America away from liberal, humanist and secular tendencies,” the Moral Majority was also quickly establishing its political influence.\textsuperscript{126} By December 1979, Falwell was reaching an audience of 2.5 million and was raising $1 million a week in mail contributions.\textsuperscript{127}

United, social conservatives and abortion opponents also appeared likely to be an influential voting block. Newsweek correspondent Allan Mayer reported that approximately 2 million new voters in 1980 would be fundamentalist Christians.\textsuperscript{128} In July 1979, Benjamin Armstrong, the director of the National Association of Religious Broadcasters, predicted that the number would be even higher, since on a weekly basis, religious broadcasters reached an estimated 47 percent of the American population.\textsuperscript{129}

For the most part, organizations in the Religious Right or the New Right identified with antifeminism. As Michelle McKeegan explains: “[I]t was the women’s movement that first galvanized born again Christians to political action.”\textsuperscript{130} Nationally, as a spokesperson for the Moral Majority explained in the New York Times in August 1980, evangelicals committed to ending abortion were also necessarily opposed to “the proposed equal rights amendment, civil rights for homosexuals, and all who advocate those things.”\textsuperscript{131} By allying with social conservatives, groups like the NRLC became more hostile to the reforms sponsored by both pro-choice and pro-life feminists, such as the ERA.\textsuperscript{132} Leaders
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of the organization began criticizing the ERA and explaining that antiabortion advocates were “at odds with everything [pro-choice feminists] represent.”

Finally, organizations like NARAL, NOW, and Planned Parenthood began contending that all abortion opponents were antifeminist, further marginalizing pro-life women. In the early 1970s, abortion-rights leaders had framed opposition to abortion primarily as an effort to impose the religious beliefs of some Americans on everyone else. For example, NARAL leader Larry Lader advised his colleagues to argue that antiabortion views represented “a minority religious position” and did not “have the right to force the majority to think as they do.”

Gradually, pro-choice organizations instead stressed the connection between the pro-life movement and the New Right. For example, at the 1974 NOW National Conference, Karen DeCrow, the organization’s new President, led the delegates in voting for a resolution labeling all antiabortion activists “determined opponents of women’s rights.” DeCrow put the point succinctly: “I don’t think you can be a feminist and be against the right of a woman to choose abortion.”

NARAL began making similar claims the same year, after Sarah Weddington, best known as one of the attorneys who had litigated *Roe*, became the organization’s president. As early as the spring of 1974, Weddington told the NARAL Board that “women cannot take advantage of opportunities guaranteed under ERA if they cannot control their fertility.” After becoming NARAL President, Weddington, like DeCrow, argued that opponents of abortion wanted to enforce traditional gender stereotypes against women. In 1975, Weddington asserted that pro-lifers did not want to protect babies but rather intended to keep women “barefoot and pregnant.”

In 1978, Faye Wattleton, the new President of Planned Parenthood, began
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to spread similar claims within her own organization. Like her colleagues, Wattleton suggested that the pro-life movement was more interested in oppressing women than in assisting unborn or vulnerable persons. In particular, she contended that pro-life activists were simply “[m]asquerading under the misnomer ‘Right to Life.’”142 By the fall of 1980, Wattleton had developed an attack on the antiabortion movement itself. She described opponents of abortion as “an increasingly vocal and at times violent minority which seeks to deny all of us our fundamental rights of privacy and individual decision-making.”143 Over the course of the 1970s, women’s groups and family-planning organizations made clear that pro-life women were not welcome within their ranks. Pro-life feminists could no longer find a home in either the antiabortion movement or in mainstream pro-choice women’s organizations.

Throughout the 1970s, members of the ACCL and FFL had influenced the antiabortion movement, encouraging major organizations to refrain from opposing contraception and working with supporters of abortion rights on issues from the ERA to pregnancy disability legislation. These organizations favored abortion all the while sharing a sympathetic view of other law reforms endorsed by pro-choice feminism.

In later decades, a group of socially conservative women remade the idea of pro-life feminism. This new vision included opposition to the very reforms for which FFL and ACCL members had campaigned: among other things, government subsidized daycare and healthcare and protections against sex discrimination. As this new understanding of antiabortion feminism emerged, struggle about the meaning of true feminism intensified. Part II looks next at this step in the movement’s evolution.

II. MAMA GRIZZLIES, AUTHENTIC FEMINISTS, AND SMART GIRLS: THE PRO-LIFE FEMINIST DIVIDE

In the early 1980s, the renaissance of pro-life feminism seemed improbable. Members of antifeminist organizations, among them Concerned Women for America (CWA), became the most visible image of women in the broader pro-life movement. If Phyllis Schlafly’s STOP ERA was the leading antifeminist group of the 1970s, CWA appeared to be its equal in the 1980s.144 However, CWA hardly embraced pro-life feminism. Founded in 1979 by Beverly LaHaye, CWA was designed to be an alternative to feminism and
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NOW: a group for Christian women who opposed the ERA and abortion.\footnote{145}

Beginning at its first national convention in 1984, CWA described itself as an alternative to the women’s movement, which, in turn, was framed as “among the evils besetting America.”\footnote{146} In the mid-1980s, CWA argued that the idea of feminism had lost support because feminists had done substantial damage to the American social fabric. As LaHaye stated in 1986: “NOW’s ideas are no more popular than the Susan B. Anthony dollar. . . . The feminist coin came out of circulation because nobody liked it. Well, nobody really likes their unisex, lesbian, radical philosophy either.”\footnote{147}

LaHaye also portrayed feminism as selfish and damaging to women’s self-esteem. She asserted that women’s priorities should be their “husband, . . . children, . . . [and] family first, and then whatever else . . . is really a secondary role.”\footnote{148} Labeling feminists as man-haters, other CWA members argued that feminists could not love themselves, since, as one CWA member stated, “[y]ou cannot have a feeling of self-worth, if you harbor and display bitterness and hatred toward the male sex.”\footnote{149}

By the late 1980s, when it claimed a membership twice as large as that of NOW, CWA began focusing on efforts to encourage women to vote and run for public office.\footnote{150} In 1987, LaHaye presented political engagement as a natural extension of women’s role as caretakers.\footnote{151} CWA thus stated that women wanted to “be able to influence and to test those institutions that are going to affect [their] families.”\footnote{152} Conservative female leaders, as CWA insisted, were “not feminist.”\footnote{153}

In the mid-1990s, as claims about post-abortion trauma syndrome began to spread and to figure in debate about partial-birth abortion,\footnote{154} CWA began to emphasize that the pro-life movement not only helped fetuses, but also protected the health of women.\footnote{155}

Although the FFL did not have the same influence as did the CWA, FFL
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leaders also began to develop new arguments for pro-life feminism. In the 1980s and early 1990s, the FFL maintained support for the ERA while insisting that no one could reconcile abortion with a commitment to sex equality. According to the FFL, feminists should support laws that allowed women to work and raise children—like the ERA or federal laws on childcare or medical leave—while avoiding alleged “false” solutions like abortion.

Throughout the early 1980s, FFL had continued to function as a discussion group. In 1989, when the Supreme Court decided Webster v. Reproductive Health Services, the decision that had chipped the most away at Roe v. Wade, leaders of the organization submitted an amicus brief in the hope that FFL would “develop more influence in the antiabortion movement by attracting all those moderates on the abortion fence.”

Led by Missouri activist Rachel MacNair, FFL publicized claims similar to those made by activists in the 1970s. One group of arguments involved society’s failure to provide women alternatives to abortion or to hold men responsible for their own part in reproduction. Another contention suggested that support for abortion violated feminist commitments to “sisterhood, unity, togetherness, [and] nurturance.”

MacNair and FFL also formulated arguments about the impact of the abortion campaign on the women’s movement, a struggle that “drained the women’s movement of power and money” that could have been used to ratify the ERA, fund public daycare, or pass the Family Medical Leave Act.

Moreover, the 1989 version of FFL made more explicit a belief that women were and ought to be defined by biology. According to this argument, abortion was problematic because it “defiles the essence of womanhood by stripping away that which is most female, the act of childbearing.” At the same time, however, the FFL continued to defend the ERA, calling for a provision explicitly banning abortion as a practice “which hurt[s] sexual equality and hurt[s], . . . cheat[s], and exploit[s] individual men and women.”

In spite of its modified arguments, FFL remained a relatively poor and
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powerless group. In 1989, it had approximately 2,000 members and a budget of less than $10,000.\textsuperscript{165} NOW and other mainstream feminist organizations excluded pro-life women and dismissed their concerns. Annually, FFL applied for and was denied a table at the NOW National Convention.\textsuperscript{166} In 1989, Patricia Ireland, the head of the organization, dismissed FFL as “another front . . . for the right to life movement.”\textsuperscript{167} At the same time, FFL members remained uncomfortable with the pro-life mainstream. For example, Mary Krane Derr, the leader of a Chicago-based chapter of FFL, told the Boston Globe that she was “repulsed” by the mainstream movement’s “lack of sympathy to the plight of women seeking abortion.”\textsuperscript{168}

In order to expand the group’s base, in the early 1990s, Derr and MacNair began publicizing a different set of claims, those involving the history of antiabortion feminism. Derr edited a controversial anthology of writings by first-wave feminists and suffragettes on the subject of abortion entitled \textit{Man’s Inhumanity to Women Makes Countless Infants Die: The Early Feminist Case Against Abortion}.\textsuperscript{169} MacNair explained: “The early feminists made clear that they regarded abortion as one of the greatest wrongs against women.”\textsuperscript{170} In roughly the same period, the organization circulated a pamphlet, entitled “Over a Century of Pro-Life Feminism,” which described feminists from Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Margaret Sanger as part of a pro-life “feminist tradition of working for a society in which women can choose reproductive alternatives that are truly life-affirming for themselves and their children.”\textsuperscript{171}

By 1992, several events had created a potentially sympathetic audience for FFL’s historical claims. First, in the wake of \textit{Webster}, antiabortion activists were put on the defensive by a supposed pro-choice backlash to the decision.\textsuperscript{172} Whatever the impact of \textit{Webster} on the pro-choice movement, politicians on both sides of the aisle perceived that discussion had changed. The victories of pro-choice gubernatorial candidates in New Jersey and Virginia were attributed
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to the anti-*Webster* backlash,\(^{173}\) as was the defeat of new restrictions in the Florida State Legislature. Republican leaders, including Party Chairman Lee Atwater, began to suggest that opposition to *Roe* was not a defining commitment of the GOP.\(^{174}\) Later, even former NRLC leader Dr. John Willke and antiabortion researcher David Reardon admitted that pro-lifers needed to do more to establish that their cause had a neutral or even positive effect on women’s rights.\(^{175}\) Second, the impressive number of women elected to Congress in 1992—so many that the press dubbed the election “the Year of the Woman”—questioned how women’s rights could be reconciled with opposition to abortion.\(^{176}\)

FFL stood ready with answers to those questions. As part of this effort, in 1992, MacNair announced the formation of the Susan B. Anthony List (SBAL), a political action committee designed to help women opposed to abortion to secure elected office.\(^{177}\) MacNair made clear that the organization would seek presumably liberal candidates with “good records on women’s rights—probably not Phyllis Schlafly.”\(^{178}\)

By 1998, though, in functioning independently from FFL, the SBAL endorsed a more conservative vision of antiabortion feminism. Its president, Jane Abraham, spoke in favor of restrictions on women’s abortion rights, including a ban on the intact dilation-and-extraction abortion procedure (popularly known as partial-birth abortion) and a measure criminalizing the act of bringing a minor across state lines for the purpose of obtaining an abortion.\(^{179}\) The SBAL condemned alternatives to abortion of the kind of which Marjory Mecklenburg or Rachel MacNair had approved, such as a measure presented by Congresswoman Nita Lowey that would have included contraception in the health coverage of federal employees.\(^{180}\)

The SBAL shifted to the political right for several reasons. First, as of 1994, because of the previous ties of the Republican Party to the pro-life movement, the only candidates that the SBAL was able to see elected were Republican.\(^{181}\) The 1994 election season helped the organization secure further
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Republican dollars and supporters. When Jane Abraham and other Republican women assumed positions of leadership in the organization, the SBAL had further reason to endorse a conservative agenda (indeed, some of the SBAL’s leaders, including Abraham, were married to Republican, antiabortion members of Congress).  

By 2000, then, there were two competing strands of pro-life feminism. One, represented by FFL, at least somewhat resembled the pro-life feminism of the 1970s. Led by a new president, Serrin Foster, FFL continued sponsoring legislation that would provide “alternatives to abortion.” Foster and FFL continued to oppose cutbacks on welfare, favored access to or funding for contraception, and began an initiative to fund daycare and other forms of support for mothers in college. By contrast, without offering a full account of its philosophy, the SBAL had begun to define a distinctly right-wing feminism.

A more thorough explanation of the intellectual underpinnings of conservative antiabortion feminism appeared in the early 2000s. Among the most influential figures in this effort was Harvard professor Mary Ann Glendon, who authored a leading criticism of Roe titled *Abortion and Divorce in Western Law: American Failures, European Challenges*. 

By 2000, she had revealed that her opposition was religious and political as much as professional. She became a founding member of Women Affirming Life (WAL), a Catholic, pro-life group designed to popularize pro-woman claims. The WAL had a distinctly legal bent; many of its members were law students, and Mary Ellen Bork, the wife of noted originalist scholar Robert Bork, was a key member. At the 2000 WAL Conference, attendees called on Catholic prolifers to “define a new feminism.”

In the following years, Glendon worked toward achieving this task. In a 2003 article, she distinguished second-wave feminism from authentic (and presumably antiabortion) feminism. As Glendon put it, 1970s pro-choice feminism represented “a puzzling combination of . . . anger against men and promiscuity; man-hating and man-chasing.” Glendon asserted that “women today are looking for something more responsive to their own needs and aspirations,” and she proposed that a more pro-family and pro-life feminism
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would serve that purpose.191

Glendon reiterated these arguments in a major 2005 pro-life feminist anthology, The Cost of “Choice”: Women Evaluate the Impact of Abortion. There, she stressed that the definition of feminism propounded by second-wave feminists was unsatisfying and incorrect.192 As did other pro-life feminists like Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Glendon argued that socially conservative women were truer to the spirit of a woman’s movement than were the feminist advocates active in the 1970s.193 Glendon’s work marked a turning point in pro-life feminism. Instead of claiming to offer a more convincing interpretation of progressive feminism, Glendon defined and defended an alternative to it.

It was in 2008 that socially conservative pro-life feminist ideology took center stage in American politics, as Sarah Palin, then-Governor of Alaska, became the Republican candidate for the vice presidency of the United States.194 Palin first described herself as a feminist in a 2008 interview with CBS news anchor Katie Couric, stating that she was “a feminist who believes in equal rights” and asserting her belief that “women today [. . .] have every opportunity that a man has to succeed and to try to have it all.”195 Throughout the election season, Palin offered few additional details about her definition of feminism. In another interview, this time with the Fox News Network, Palin mentioned only that she “subscribed to Feminists for Life,” and she suggested that the organization represented her and her beliefs.196 The 2008 presidential election gave Palin a forum to discuss the issue of pro-life feminism, and partly for this reason, the movement received unprecedented political attention. However, by the end of the 2008 election season, she had done little to clarify the meaning of pro-life feminism.

Eventually, Palin gave a somewhat clearer sense of her understanding of pro-life feminism in her 2009 book, Going Rogue: An American Life.197 Palin endorsed “reasoned arguments for equal opportunity,” and she applauded past feminists who had “fought battles for things like equal pay and equal access.”198 However, in 2008, Palin spoke out against the Lily Ledbetter Pay Equity Act, a recent equal-pay law.199
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The Lily Ledbetter Act came in the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2006 opinion in *Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire Co.* The Court had barred Ledbetter’s otherwise valid pay-discrimination claim because she had filed her claim more than 180 days after receiving her first discriminatory paycheck. While insisting that she endorsed the idea of equal pay, Palin framed the Lily Ledbetter Act as being politically unnecessary:

The Ledbetter pay act - it was gonna turn into a boon for trial lawyers who, I believe, could have taken advantage of women who . . . would allege some kind of discrimination. Thankfully, there are laws on the books, there have been since 1963, that no woman could be discriminated against in the workplace in terms of anything, but especially in terms of pay. So, thankfully we have the laws on the books and they better be enforced.

In Palin’s account, women already enjoyed all the legal protection they required. The same was true of sex discrimination law more broadly. Palin explained: “we consider ourselves more liberated than most women’s rights groups would have us believe we are.”

The book tour for *Going Rogue* reestablished Palin’s star power, as did her efforts to groom other pro-life female candidates for the 2010 midterm elections. Her celebrity helped her to publicize a particular understanding of pro-life feminism. For example, at a May 2010 speech before the SBAL, Palin described pro-life feminism as a law-reform movement that grew from and was shaped by women’s natural role as mothers and caregivers. She described pro-life feminists as “mama grizzlies,” women who became active in politics and in feminism in order to defend their children. As importantly, she defined a broad conservative set of legal goals—including fiscal ones—as part of antiabortion feminism: “I think a whole lot of moms are concerned about government handing our kids the bill . . . [We] rise up and moms say, ‘that’s enough.’”

She further suggested that, contrary to the claims of left-wing feminists, abortion did not further sex equality. Without the availability of abortion, women could “give their child life in addition to pursuing career[s] and pursuing education.” Since women and men were already equal, women could “have it
SBAL leader Marjorie Dannenfelser echoed Palin’s account of pro-life feminism and the purpose of the SBAL’s activities: in speaking of Palin’s speech, she stated, “This whole event is about the bond between mother and child.”

Palin’s message resonated with a previously underrepresented group of antiabortion women. Since the late 1990s, existing conservative groups like the CWA had struggled to reach younger women. Indeed, in the decade, the organization was reported to have lost 200,000 members. When Beverly LaHaye stepped down as President of the organization, her replacement, Carmen Pate, was meant to be a woman with whom younger, more worldly women could relate (Pate had been divorced and even admitted to having had casual romantic relationships before adopting a more traditional lifestyle).

Like Palin, Pate’s life story spoke to a younger generation of pro-life women. In a 2004 survey in Christianity Today, more than half of evangelical Protestants did not hold divorce to be a sin. Other studies, in particular one by the Barna group, indicated that the rate of divorce among religious conservatives was as high as or higher than in the general population.

Similarly, as early as the 1990s, a majority of evangelical women reported that they were working outside the home. In a survey of major new charismatic churches, 75 percent of those polled disagreed with the statement that “women should take care of the home and leave running the country to men.”

In roughly the same period, women were becoming more politically active in right-wing politics. As of 2010, 55 percent of the Tea Party membership was female, and many echoed the version of antiabortion feminism that Palin articulated. Conservative columnist Kathryn Jean Lopez defined a pro-life feminist reformer as “[a] woman who is pro-life and pro-marriage and embraces that which makes her different from a man while loving a man for all he is.” Between 2009 and 2010, new organizations formed to promote this vision, including As A Mom, American Mothers, and Homemakers for America.
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Beginning in 2009, Republicans in Congress began adopting an antiabortion, woman-protective argument by alleging that abortion providers and parents chose to abort girls for discriminatory reasons. In 2009, Rep. Trent Franks (R-AZ) argued: “what good are the hard-won liberties of voting and other women’s rights if babies may still be aborted simply for being girls?” In 2012, Rep. Ann Marie Buerkle (R-NY) similarly contended: “There can be no rights for women if we don’t allow them the right to live.” Legislators in states like Arizona and North Dakota similarly asserted that parents chose to abort female fetuses and thereby “reinforce[ed] sex discrimination.” The 2012 Republican Party platform demanded protection for female unborn children against “gender discrimination in its most lethal form.” In the political arena, conservative pro-lifers made woman-protective arguments describing women as the targets of sex-selective abortion. In the courts, abortion opponents similarly suggested that the state could properly protect women from the regret they would suffer after choosing abortion. Most prominently, in Carhart, the Supreme Court described as legitimate Congress’s interest in preventing women’s regret of “their choice to abort the infant life they once created and sustained.”

By contrast, left-leaning pro-life feminists still echo arguments made by the ACL and FFL in the 1970s. One such group, Consistent Life, celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary in March 2012. Consistent Life, which serves as an umbrella organization for 200 smaller groups, includes among its leaders veteran pro-life feminists like Rachel MacNair. It describes itself as “committed to the protection of life, which is threatened in today’s world by war, abortion, poverty, racism, capital punishment, and euthanasia.” Consistent Life promotes this...
agenda through its publications and pamphlets, such as *Consistently Opposing Killing: From Abortion to Assisted Suicide, the Death Penalty, and War.*

The organization is nonpartisan and describes itself as open to anyone who shares any of its positions on non-violence. Its official literature includes claims reminiscent of Pat Goltz’s arguments about sexual exploitation in the 1970s. For example, in a pamphlet entitled *Failed Experiment: Abortion, Women’s Rights, Poverty, and Racism,* Consistent Life argues:

> It was predicted that [when abortion was legal] women would have expanded choices in their lives. What do we say to the man who says, “If my girlfriend is stupid enough to get pregnant, she’s going to the abortion clinic this afternoon”? Did we really think that attitudes of that kind would not be common among men of a sexually exploitative mindset? . . . There are times when ready access to abortion actually reduces a woman’s choices, as support to which she’s entitled is withdrawn because of it.

Similarly, All Our Lives, a group founded in 2010 by Mary Krane Derr and Jen Roth, promotes rights for the gay and lesbian community, rights to contraception, universal healthcare, and family leave. Serving as a clearinghouse for information and action alerts, All Our Lives, like Consistent Life, seeks to build coalitions with progressive organizations that share some of its substantive positions. As the organization asserts: “Most pro-choicers are not pro-abortion; like us, they would much prefer prevention of unplanned pregnancy and support for pregnant women so that no woman feels that abortion is her only choice. We are much more likely to achieve those goals if we work together.”

Activists inside and outside the pro-life movement contest the meaning of pro-life feminism. Consider the controversy surrounding a recent piece posted on *Politico* by pro-life activist Lila Rose. In April 2012, Rose wrote what she called a manifesto for pro-life feminists. In so doing, she offered a strongly
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conservative, traditionalist vision of pro-life feminism, one that spoke for women “for whom the idea of artificial birth control [is] insulting,” and for women who believe “that something precious is lost when fertility is intentionally excluded from marriage.”

Rose’s comments provoked considerable controversy. On the feminist blog *Jezebel*, Erin Gloria Ryan questioned whether Rose could be rightly identified as any kind of feminist. Ryan described Rose’s views as being the “opposite of pro-woman advocacy.”

All Our Lives also took issue with Rose’s comments, suggesting that she had mischaracterized pro-life feminism: “Lila Rose’s ideal, contraceptive-free world would not be a paradise of gender equality. It would be a place where women’s sovereignty over *their own* bodies was even more fragile and imperiled than it is now. . . . Is it any wonder then that we assert a very different vision of pro-life feminism . . . ?”

The controversy over Rose’s comments raised several fundamental questions about the nature of feminism. One such question attracted attention when Sarah Palin first defined herself as a feminist: can pro-life women be feminists, and who decides what constitutes true feminism? A second question became clear in the dispute between Rose and All Our Lives: who speaks for antiabortion feminism, and what beliefs, policies, and arguments ought to define it? There are no easy answers to these questions, but as Part III argues, the answer to them will have an important impact on the abortion debate.

**III. PRO-LIFE FEMINISM IN CONTEXT**

A good deal is at stake in understanding the roots and stakes of contemporary pro-life feminism. First, when we view socially conservative antiabortion feminism in its historical context, some of the tensions inherent in it become apparent. Antiabortion feminists often rely heavily on the kind of paternalistic, woman-protective argument highlighted in *Carhart*—an argument that the law should restrict women’s abortion rights in order to protect women from post-abortion regret. At the same time, however, these advocates reject any efforts to present women as victims or subordinates in need of help. If women are already equal to men and in no need of legislative or judicial assistance, why should women be protected from their own poor decisions? In the future, those on either side of the abortion question will have to address, exploit, or resolve this tension.

The history considered here also points to several potential areas of conflict
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within antiabortion feminism. One particularly salient area involves the proposed defunding of Planned Parenthood clinics, as well as the availability of contraception and sex education.\textsuperscript{239} Although current members of the organization hold differing views on birth control, members of FFL have generally supported access to contraception or sex education as one alternative to abortion.\textsuperscript{240} Organizations such as All Our Lives view contraception as a right and campaign for better access to it.\textsuperscript{241} By contrast, some conservative activists argue that contraception either terminates pregnancies or is as morally objectionable as abortion.\textsuperscript{242}

Another potential conflict involves the contours of current pregnancy discrimination legislation. As we have seen, women in groups like FFL have long supported measures like the PDA, as well as local- or college-based efforts to support pregnant women and new mothers. Activists like Palin generally oppose antidiscrimination laws, arguing that such reforms frame women as victims in need of government support.\textsuperscript{243}

Finally, antiabortion feminists remain divided on the desirability of healthcare or welfare legislation. Traditionally, FFL has sided with groups like NOW in lobbying for the expansion or maintenance of entitlement programs, a position maintained by All Our Lives.\textsuperscript{244} Some members of the new generation instead present the demand for a balanced budget or a more limited government as a defining commitment of true feminism.\textsuperscript{245}

As these conflicts demonstrate, supporters of abortion rights may be able to find common ground with some activists who identify as pro-life. Organizations like All Our Lives agree with abortion-rights supporters on issues like domestic-violence protections and government-funded contraception.\textsuperscript{246} By neglecting the diversity of antiabortion feminists, supporters of reproductive rights may miss out on important opportunities to work together or to identify reforms that would make abortion less necessary—a goal major abortion-rights groups have long endorsed.\textsuperscript{247}
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Scholars who seek to better understand or shape the abortion debate would also benefit from a deeper understanding of pro-life feminism, for the movement is likely to play an increasingly important role in discussions about abortion. Justice Ginsburg’s dissent in *Carhart* made immediate and real the possibility that the Supreme Court would link abortion rights to women’s equal citizenship and to the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. For pro-life activists, it became necessary to develop a counterargument to what one abortion opponent called “a more absolutist equal protection rationale for the abortion right.” To some, pro-life feminist claims represent a relatively non-paternalistic, seemingly pro-woman, and potentially effective counterargument.

The influence of conservative pro-life feminist reasoning is already evident in current legislative struggles. Since 2011, states such as Texas, Kansas, Indiana, and Wisconsin have passed laws denying Medicaid or Title X funding to organizations that also provide abortion services. Since the passage of the Hyde Amendment in 1976 and the introduction of federal law banning the use of Title X monies for abortion, providers cannot use either Title X or Medicaid funds to pay for abortion services. The new defunding laws, by contrast, deny Medicaid or Title X funds to organizations that provide or advocate for abortion even when the funds would exclusively cover non-abortion services, such as contraception or STI testing. In 2011, by a vote of 240-185, the U.S. House of Representatives passed an amendment to a government funding bill that would have defunded Planned Parenthood; in the House, ten Democrats voted for the amendment before it was subsequently defeated in the Senate.

In campaigning for defunding laws, Lila Rose’s Live Action and the SBAL alleged that Planned Parenthood discriminated against women by performing sex-selective abortions and by facilitating the sexual exploitation of minors. In
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one video disseminated by Live Action, the woman seeking an abortion was a juvenile dating a man almost a decade older than she. Other videos also presented Planned Parenthood workers seemingly oblivious to the vulnerability of juvenile patients or underage sex workers accompanied by a pimp. The videos portrayed Planned Parenthood workers as being indifferent to applicable laws on the reporting of child abuse or on parental consent in the context of abortion. These videos reinforce conservative pro-life feminist arguments that abortion providers care more about money than about women’s rights.

Conservative pro-life feminists have also influenced the campaign for bans on sex-selective abortion. Four states already enforce such bans, and Representative Trent Franks has proposed a similar measure at the federal level. The federal Prenatal Discrimination Act (PRENDA) would criminalize the act of performing, soliciting, accepting funds to perform, or coercing a woman to undergo an abortion based on the sex or gender of the child. Significantly, PRENDA would also create a reporting requirement for any “physician, physician’s assistant, nurse, counselor, or other medical or mental health professional” who is aware of “known or suspected violations” of the statute to law enforcement.

Sex-selective abortion laws require abortion providers to interrogate women about their reasons for choosing an abortion, making what is, for many, an already stressful experience more traumatic. PRENDA would go further, allowing any healthcare worker to report and potentially interfere with “suspect” decisions and giving virtually no guidance as to what would constitute such a suspicion or make it reasonable. As pro-choice activists have argued, the scrutiny and reporting required by PRENDA would likely have a significant chilling effect on abortion rights.

In calling for bans on sex-selective abortion, conservative pro-life feminists have accused abortion providers of discriminating against women, since they
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assume that most sex-selective abortions in the United States target female fetuses. When PRENDA was defeated, Marjorie Dannenfelser of the SBAL promised that, in the upcoming election, “women [would] remember who failed to stand up for them.” Similar arguments have spread in the campaign against sex-selective abortion. Representative Franks called sex-selective abortion the “ultimate violence against women.” Republicans in Congress described sex-selective abortion, not as efforts to chip away at abortion rights, but as being the true “war on women.”

As the sex-selection and defunding campaigns illustrate, pro-lifers have tried to appropriate claims about sex discrimination, and use them to deny women reproductive choice. In tying abortion access to teen prostitution, conservative pro-life feminists play on fears about the sexual exploitation of women. In a society in which men and women are not equal, as Catharine MacKinnon has contended, access to abortion can be seen as reinforcing the sexual and social subordination of women.

Conservative pro-life feminists weave these fears into a narrative that portrays abortion providers as willing to facilitate the sexual subordination of women. Similarly, allegations about sex-selective abortion describe abortion providers as money-hungry mercenaries, willing to perform any kind of abortion for a price. The powerful political stories crafted by conservative pro-life feminists twist abortion-rights arguments about facilitating private choice. As groups like Live Action and the SBAL have suggested, some of the private choices facilitated by providers harm, exploit, or kill women. In practice, as pro-choice activists have argued, defunding or sex-selection laws seem unlikely to fix whatever social harm might be at issue, if there is any harm at all.
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theory, however, no one is likely to champion the exploitation of minors or the use of sex-selective abortion.

The vision of feminism championed by the conservatives in Live Action or the SBAL, however, is not representative of the beliefs held by all activists who identify as pro-life feminists. The recent history of antiabortion feminism provides a considerably more complex picture than is often offered by those involved in the debate. There have been and likely will be more than one understanding of pro-life feminism, and the cause, identity, and goals of the movement will continue to be contested. Understanding the nature of these conflicts is an important part of making sense of the abortion debate.

**CONCLUSION**

Since the 2010 midterm elections, pro-life, socially conservative, self-proclaimed feminists have sparked considerable controversy. These women reformers represent an important new breed of conservative: while Phyllis Schlafly and activists of her generation condemned feminism, contemporary activists claim to be the saviors and true representatives of feminism. Those who identify as pro-life feminists have sometimes radically different visions of what it means to be pro-life or even feminist. What are the legal and political goals of the pro-life feminist law reform movements? How will disputes within pro-life feminism be resolved?

The history of contemporary pro-life feminism makes apparent the importance of these questions and offers some insight into how we might answer them. Contemporary antiabortion feminism has a complex history, for members of the movement have adopted different legal goals and political identities. As such, the future of pro-life feminism will be unpredictable. So, too, will its impact on the abortion debate. One thing will be nearly certain: whatever the future of the abortion debate, the evolution of pro-life feminism will impact it considerably.